




The former power station of the Thompson- 

Siegel Werke (built 1896) was converted into a 

single-room 600 m² restaurant with a bar and lounge 

in 2012. The 15-meter-high ceilings and a huge 

fireplace in the heart of the room make it extremely 

impressive. During the summer months, the terrace 

with its water areas offers fantastic possibilities. 

Within five years, Dr. Thompson’s became one of  

the city’s top culinary attractions – multifunctional 

and flexible, and right in the heart of Düsseldorf. 



Are you looking for an exclusive, central and  

unique event location that really stands  

apart from all the others? The historical location 

Seifenfabrik Dr. Thompson’s in the power plant of  

the former Dr. Thompson’s soap powder factory  

is the ideal setting for your events.



Whether it’s private occasions such as birthday 

parties, weddings or business events, such  

as Christmas parties, summer parties, anniversaries, 

incentives, conferences or others – Seifenfabrik  

Dr. Thompson’s can host from 10 to 700 people 

and impresses with its casual industrial flair, 

atmospheric lighting in the event rooms and an 

outstanding gastronomy concept all located on the  

Schwanenhöfe site in the immediate vicinity of the 

city centre of Düsseldorf. 





The design of the spaces, interior and the open-

air area are unmatched in the city. Whether  

your event is being held on the outdoor terrace with  

its water features or in the former power station  

halls of Dr. Thompson’s soap powder factory  

(including the lounge and bar areas) it will be a 

special experience. 



The designer location is unprecedentedly  

versatile – in just a few easy steps, the 

‘Ambiente’ restaurant can be transformed into a 

trendy, club-like venue which is ideal for live music.  

Seifenfabrik Dr. Thompson’s is where the threads  

of sophisticated event culture come together. Here 

you can celebrate your event in a relaxed atmosphere 

in classy surroundings.



By using unusual and original decorations,  

we create impressive areas for your celebration. 

Our team’s love of detail caters to your exact wishes. 

Seifenfabrik Dr. Thompson’s also attaches great 

importance to quality in the kitchen. Our 10-person 

kitchen team is always on the lookout for new and 

fresh creations and also conjures up tasty delights  

for the palates of our customers at external events. 



Our event team can provide you with a full- 

spectrum event service on request. Take 

advantage of our many years of experience in  

planning, realisation, decoration and the elaboration  

of holistic event concepts. We will organise and host  

the perfect highlight for you, our clients, in one of  

the most beautiful event locations in the region.  

We look forward to hearing from you.



ROOM CAPACITIES

Room name Length Width Hight Area 

Restaurant 30m 17m 15m 510m2

Lounge 10m 10m 5m 100m2

Terrace 20m 20m 400m2

Technical equipment: 

- Wi-Fi 

- Sound system (Function One) 

- Lighting system 

- DJ system (Pioneer) 

- Stage (2 alternatives) 

- Power current (16 A, 32 A, 63 A) 

Special features: 

- Without in-house-catering on request

- Daylight 

- Parking spaces: 250 

- Access by truck and bus to the location 

- Car in location possible 

- Flooring: tiles 

- Distance from train station: 3.7 km 

- Distance to airport: 11 km 

- Distance to fairground: 11 km

- Distance to historic center: 4 km

Usage options: 

- Day event 

- Evening event 

- Weekdays 

- Weekend

Seating options – maximum number of guests

Rows Parliament U-form Banquet Gala Reception

Restaurant 180 200 120 500

Lounge 50 100

Terrasse 170 100 250

SEIFENFABRIK DR. THOMPSON’S

Company: Dr. Thompson’s Gastro GmbH & Co KG

Street: Erkrather Straße 230 / Building 232

Postcode/town: 40233 Düsseldorf

Phone: +49 162 64 88 884

E-mail: event@seifenfabrik.com 

Website: www.seifenfabrik.com

Facebook: www.facebook.com/seifenfabrikdrthompsons

Instagram: www.instagram.com/seifenfabrik_dr_thompsons
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